Flute Fingering Chart

Low octave

C                   C# or Db
D                   D# or Eb
E                   F
F# or Gb
G                   A
A# or Bb
B

G# or Ab

Middle octave

C                   C# or Db
D                   D# or Eb
E                   F
F# or Gb
G                   A
A# or Bb
B

G# or Ab

A
A# or Bb
B

alternates
thumb or side-key

see www.jennifercluff.com for more flute "how to" articles
Flute Fingering Chart - 2

High octave

C | C# or Db | D | D# or Eb

E | F | F# or Gb | G

G# or Ab | A | A# or Bb

B | C | C# or Db | D

see www.jennifercluff.com for more flute "how to" articles